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Moving their bodies in knowledgeable and professional ways in order to handle

and connect a�ectively with infants entails a large part of child health care

nurses’ work. We deploy a phenomenological approach to videoanalysis of

interaction to analyze an episode of a 1-month-old infant visiting the child

health care clinic with their caregiver to have their body assessed for a neonatal

stepping. Focusing on the co-movement of the baby and the nurse, we ask:

how do various ways of moving as a co-embodied entity allow and corporeally

prompt the baby’s age-appropriate bodily ability to emerge? We develop the

notion of professional interkinesthesia to indicate specific forms of body work

of nurses which in this case entails moving together with the baby to make

her successfully perform a specific health care task—the stepping. Building on

Charles Goodwin’s concept of professional vision, we uncover how the nurse

moves and touches the infant’s body in ways relevant to the institutional task.

The study shows that accomplishing “normally” developed neonatal stepping

is not work accomplished by the baby alone but requires that the bodies

of the baby and the professional move in unison. While neonatal stepping

is but one specific type of health care task, we propose that nurses’ work

entails numerous forms of professional touch and interkinesthesia that make

it possible to successfully perform di�erent types of health care operations.

KEYWORDS

interkinesthesia, touch, professional vision, intercorporeality, infant reflexes, nurse’s

bodywork, video analysis, embodied interaction

Introduction

Previous interaction research has shown that embodied interaction plays a crucial

role in health care encounters (Heath, 1986). Drawing on the phenomenological

approach to videoanalysis of movement and kinesthesia in interaction (Wedelstaedt

and Meyer, 2017; e.g., Meyer et al., 2017; Philipsen and Katila, 2021), we develop the

notion of professional interkinesthesia to analyze the interkinesthetic body work of

nurses. Specifically, we focus on the work of child health care nurses, who conduct

health checks for infants soon after their birth. Furthermore, in our analysis, we build on

Goodwin’s (1994, 2018) concept of professional vision, which refers to socially organized
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ways of seeing, understanding, and acting to make sense of

the world in occupation- or institution-specific ways. Building

on Goodwin’s work, scholars have shown that not only vision

but also touch can be part of such institutionalized professional

practices (Nishizaka, 2007; Kuroshima, 2020). Child health care

nurse’s hands, for instance, are knowledgeable about sensing and

palpating developmentally “normal” and “abnormal” features in

the baby’s body and bringing them into the baby’s and other

co-present participants’ awareness.

Building on this body of research investigating professional

multimodal practices, we explore some of the embodied styles in

which a nurse utilizes the interkinesthetic body to highlight and

bring forth relevant features in a baby’s body that are central to

carrying out the institutional task. According to Behnke (2008,

p. 144), interkinesthesia refers specifically to kinesthetic modes

of inter-bodily relationality or intercorporeality (Merleau-Ponty,

1962, 1964, 1968). Interkinesthetic moments enable human

beings to connect with each other intercorporeally through

moving together (Behnke, 2008; Meyer and Wedelstaedt, 2017).

As one example of such interkinesthetic moments in child

health care clinics, we selected the case of an authentic

interaction between a nurse and a 4-week-old infant who is being

examined for neonatal stepping. Also known as the walking

reflex or response1, a baby up until 2 months of age should

start stepping when held in an upright position with her or

his feet touching a surface (Thelen and Fisher, 1982; e.g.,

Barbu-Roth et al., 2009).

As a standard procedure, babies are being examined in

various ways after their birth in order to determine if they are

healthy and their bodies have developed normally. The first

health care examinations may thus be directly consequential

for the baby and the baby’s caregiver(s). Given that embodied

interaction has an impact on how the health care examinations

emerge, it is of great importance how the practitioner moves and

interacts with the patient during these encounters.

As introduced above, we approach the baby’s embodied

movements, including stepping, as actions brought forth by the

nurse’s skilled, professional body work. Furthermore, we view

the occurrence of stepping as a result of an interkinesthetic

choreography in which the nurse and the baby participate

together. Focusing on the co-movement of the baby and the

nurse, we ask: how do these ways of moving as a co-embodied

entity allow and corporeally prompt the baby’s age-appropriate

bodily ability to emerge? To answer this question, we utilize

multimodal videoanalysis of the interaction (Streeck et al., 2011).

Multimodal videoanalysis of interaction enables uncovering in

detail how tasks such as testing the neonatal stepping are being

achieved through moment-by-moment embodied interaction

moves of the participants.

1 The researchers are not in agreement if the stepping response can be

called a reflex or not (see e.g. Barbu-Roth et al., 2009).

In the case study analysis, we show how the specific

kinesthetic skills of the baby that are being tested become

visible through the nurse’s interkinesthetic highlighting and

how the nurse—deploying her body, voice, eyes, and hands—

provides a scaffold for the baby to move in a way that is

recognizable as accomplishing the “neonatal stepping.” In doing

so, we highlight how accomplishing neonatal stepping is but

one example of the various institutionalized abilities of a

nurse’s body skilled at handling and connecting with patients in

various ways.

Professional vision and professional
touch

Moving their bodies, especially their hands, in

knowledgeable ways is central to nurses’ work. The bodies

of the child health care nurses working with infants are

especially shaped by different forms of body work (Twigg et al.,

2011), such as touching, empathetic attunement, and moving

together with the babies, in ways relevant to the institutional

task at hand. Skilled in the “art of touching” (Van Dongen

and Elema, 2001), the practitioners know the ways of both

“instrumental” and “expressive” forms of touch (Watson, 1975;

Routasalo, 1999) crucial in conducting their institutional tasks.

This embodied ability enables conducting health care tasks such

as palpating, diagnosing, and investigating (Nishizaka, 2007),

moving or making the patient’s body move (Guo et al., 2020;

Raudaskoski, 2020), showing empathy (Mononen, 2019; Raia

et al., 2020), and healing (Paterson, 2005). Previous studies have

uncovered the health care practitioner’s “professional touch”

through which they palpate, investigate, and support (Nishizaka,

2007; Merlino, 2020; e.g., Kuroshima, 2020) the patient’s body

in ways that highlight (Goodwin, 1994, 2018) areas relevant to

health care tasks, such as diagnosing illness.

Such practices are similar to other embodied,

institutionalized ways of “seeing” or making visible specific

aspects of the world that are important for carrying out different

tasks. For example, archaeologists uncover traces of ancient

human artifacts by tracing out color changes in dirt (Goodwin,

1994, 2018), food professionals touch cheese in a gourmet shop

to determine qualities in them (Mondada, 2020), or auto-shop

owners touch parts of a car in ways that enable diagnosis of

problems (Streeck, 2013; Cuffari and Streeck, 2017). Other

studies have shown how vision (Goodwin, 1994), gestural

practices of pointing, tracing, and reenacting (Goodwin, 1994,

2018; Philipsen and Trasmundi, 2019; Philipsen and Katila,

2021), and touch (Nishizaka, 2007; Kuroshima, 2020; Merlino,

2020) are important for carrying out as well as teaching these

different professional practices.

In this study, we show how not only touch and vision but

also interkinesthetic actions of moving a patient’s body and

moving together with a patient can be employed in similar ways
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to highlight bodily (dys)functions and abilities relevant for the

professional task-at-hand.

Interkinesthesia, touch, and the
haptic system

Human beings are born mobile (Sheets-Johnstone, 2011),

and this inborn sensemaking of the world through body

movement is closely intertwined with the sense of touch

and the whole haptic system. As such, early communication

between infants and caregivers often unfolds as interkinesthetic.

Enabled by direct intercorporeal connections between bodies,

in interkinesthetically coordinated movement, single bodies

connect through movement and move meaningfully together.

By attuning to and anticipating the subtle body movements of

the other and emerging as a co-mobile unit, bodies are able to

perform movement trajectories from spontaneous co-gestures

to complex and well-practiced choreographies of team sports

(Behnke, 2008; Stuart, 2012; Meyer and Wedelstaedt, 2017;

Philipsen and Katila, 2021).

Similarly, when infants are being tested in the health care

clinic, the newborn and the nurse must attune to each other’s

moving bodies via the language of the body. Due to this

inherently intercorporeal and interkinesthetic nature of the

interaction among caregivers and babies, we do not simply

analyze the nurse’s touch in health care clinics. Instead, we

approach the nurse’s body work as an engagement of the whole

“haptic system” (Gibson, 1966). Including forms of touch as well

kinesthesia (Gibson, 1966; Sheets-Johnstone, 2011; Katila, 2018),

the haptic system refers to “an apparatus by which the individual

gets information about both the environment and his body”

(Gibson, 1966, p. 97). Enabling perceiving messages both from

the “inside” and “outside” of the body, the haptic system is the

simultaneous sensibility of an individual toward the world and

their body through bodily actions.

By focusing on the haptic system instead of mere touch, it

is possible to reflect on how the bodies simultaneously feel both

themselves and the world around them, including other living

bodies. In their reflection on Merleau-Ponty’s theory on human

embodiment and affectivity, Roald et al. (2018, p. 208) describe

how the perception of the world is always synonymous with a

perception of one’s own body, or, in authors’ words, “external

perception and the perception of one’s own body are two facets

of the same act.”. In touching, for instance, the body senses

that which is being touched, as well as one’s own body touching

(Merleau-Ponty, 1968). Moreover, when touching other living

bodies, one’s body is inevitably touched by other bodies and

the world. Indeed, as pointed out by Van Dongen and Elema

(2001, p. 150), a nurse’s body work and touch evoke feelings

not only in the patients but also in the nurses themselves. The

nurse connects her own feelings of being touched to those of

her patient and is simultaneously affecting and affected by them

(i.e., interaffectivity, Fuchs, 2017). This two-way dimension of

touch (touching and being touched), combined with its both

“inward” and “outward” dimension (kinesthesia/proprioception

and sense of touch), indicates that the child health care nurses

cannot simply unidirectionally move and touch the patients—

they inevitably move with the patients and are also being

touched by them. In a way, when we touch other people, our

bodies and their sensorial fields spread to the world around us

and the things we grasp, manipulate, and feel.

Kinesthesia also cuts across perceptual systems (Gibson,

1966, p. 111). Just as we never lack tactile experience, we also

never lack kinesthetic experience of ourselves in the world, even

if we do not pay attention to it most of the time. However,

as Sheets-Johnstone (2002, p. 138) expresses, “Any time we

care to pay attention to ourselves, there we are—kinesthetically,

tactilely.” Each sensorial and perceptual action has a kinesthetic

aspect in it: it is feeling the moving “I” in reaching out to the

world. In terms of touching and being touched, the kinesthetic

sensation is different. Feeling the “I” moving the body in

touching, and feeling the “I” when being moved and touched by

somebody else are distinct feelings, even if these sensations are

ultimately intertwined. Due to these multi- and “inter-sensorial”

(Howes 2005, p. 7) aspects of co-embodied relationality in

the encounters between the nurse and the baby, we focus on

uncovering forms of professional interkinesthesia. This enables

us to view bodies and their multisensorial features in connection

to the bodies they touch and by which they are simultaneously

being touched.

Infant stepping as a context-specific
action

As one example of interkinesthetic action, in this paper,

we analyze how neonatal stepping is being examined in child

health care clinic. Neonatal stepping refers to the tendency

of a baby to start stepping when held in an upright position

with her or his feet touching a surface (e.g., Forssberg, 1985).

According to previous research, stepping is expected to last until

about 2 months after birth (Thelen and Fisher, 1982; Barbu-

Roth et al., 2009). The relationship between infant stepping

and walking has been discussed to an extent. Although infant

stepping disappears during the course of development, some

scholars believe the response does not disappear but is only

temporarily suppressed by the weight of the infant’s leg (Thelen

and Fisher, 1982; Cautilli and Dziewolska, 2006). It has been

suggested that mature walking may evolve from infant stepping

patterns (Thelen and Cooke, 1987), and that practicing infant

stepping can lead to accelerated walking (Ulrich et al., 2001).

In the context of health care encounters, stepping is

being evoked in the baby as part of testing if their body is

developing according to age-appropriate expectations. Thus,

the moments of testing can be highly meaningful and directly
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consequential for the baby and their caregiver, as the baby’s

development is being evaluated within these encounters. For

the babies themselves, responding to a certain stimulus by

moving their legs one after another on the ground indicates

a spontaneous pre-reflective expression and body movement.

However, in the institutional context of health care, through

the development of the child health care occupation and

developmental psychology research, it has come to mean

“neonatal stepping” or “stepping reflex.”

In a sense, neonatal stepping is thus a product of the

health care institution and developmental psychology research,

and its occurrence is entirely context-dependent. It not only

requires a nurse with a specific professional vision to conduct

the task, but the special institutional environment and physical

background (examination table) must be present and involved

in specific ways, in order for the action to be identified as a

successful occurrence of neonatal development. Moreover, the

most distinctive aspect of stepping or walking is often thought

of as the movement of the legs. However, walking is a body

technique (Mauss, 1973) developed in humans through the

evolution toward an upright posture. To state the obvious: an

infant conducting the stepping reflex can move their feet, but

not to hold their body upright or to walk. Thus, it is only

through co-participated embodiment with the nurse that the

baby momentarily becomes a walking body.

Materials and methods

Video data

The research data consist of video recordings of authentic

interactions in a Finnish child health care clinic. The data

collection followed the Finnish National Board of Integrity’s

ethical guidelines for collecting and handling data. The data

include information gathered from child patients accompanied

by their parents, and written informed consent was obtained

from the parents (Ruusuvuori et al., 2008; Ijäs-Kallio et al.,

2011; see Homanen, 2013). To illustrate our finding—the form

of nurse’s body work we call professional interkinesthesia—

we have chosen one exemplary case of a four-week-old baby’s

visit to health care that we will present, analyze, and discuss

in detail. We will exemplify how the professional and the baby

interact with each other using their whole bodies during physical

examinations in the postnatal clinic.

Methodological approach

We adopt multimodal videoanalysis of interaction as a

method to analyze the health care encounter. This microanalytic

approach stems from a wide field of qualitative studies

focused on the intercorporeal, multimodal, multisensorial,

and other semiotic aspects of naturally occurring face-to-

face interactions (Streeck et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2017;

Goodwin, 2018; Goodwin and Cekaite, 2018; Katila, 2018). Our

co-operative and intercorporeal perspective on microanalysis

draws on embodied and experienced understandings of human

action, and it is especially helpful for the study of embodied

resources, such as affect, touch and interkinesthetic sociality

(see Katila and Philipsen, 2019; Katila and Raudaskoski,

2020; Katila and Turja, 2021; Philipsen and Katila, 2021).

With videoanalysis, it is possible to analyze embodied,

communicative aspects of interaction, and to determine how

these aspects are manufactured together by the participants

through their mutually elaborating body movements and

orientations. Moreover, by drawing on an inherently social and

intercorporeal understanding of human bodies (Merleau-Ponty,

1962), we pay careful attention to how participants, in their

interactions as living bodies, directly participate in and sense

the social meanings implied in each other’s actions. In terms

of analysis, this intercorporeal starting point also requires the

adoption of the researchers’ own bodies to co-empathize with

the communicative meanings experienced by the participants in

the interactions that are revealed in the video data (Katila and

Philipsen, 2019; Katila and Raudaskoski, 2020; Katila and Turja,

2021).

Results

In this section, we exemplify a nurse’s interkinesthetic

practices in action by showing how the nurse employs an

array of multisensorial—haptic, kinesthetic, aural, and visual—

body techniques embedded together to successfully accomplish

an institutional task. We do this by uncovering the moment-

by-moment unfolding interkinesthetic movement trajectories

and multisensorial actions of “highlighting” (Goodwin, 1994),

which allow aspects of the baby’s bodily capabilities to

“become visible” and, thus, perceptually available to co-present

interlocutors. As introduced above, we analyze the details of a

successful institutional action—the nurse engaging in a “walking

formation” with the baby—to test the emergence of the baby’s

stepping response.

In the moment-by-moment interactions, it is the task of the

nurse to first “make” the baby’s body conduct the walking reflex.

The baby by herself cannot stand upright, not to mention walk;

thus, the nurse must engage with the baby in order to make

the baby stand upright before they step together. Moreover, it

is the nurse, through her embodied knowledge base as a health

care professional, who then determines what “qualifies” as an

adequate display of a stepping response. In other words, the

nurse decides what kind of body movements of the baby can

be treated as “stepping” and how long the baby must conduct

these “symptoms” as sufficient proof of a “normally” functioning

neonatal stepping. As explained by Goodwin (1994, p. 606).
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Extract, Part 1

“. . . the ability to see a meaningful event is not a transparent,

psychological process but instead a socially situated activity

accomplished through the deployment of a range of

historically constituted discursive practices.”

Notably, the nurse cannot simply request or prompt the

baby to do the walking reflex; instead, it requires specific

artful types of haptic handicraft as well as co-inhabiting the

walking movement with the baby. Along with applying forms

of professional touch, the nurse deploys her body into a type of

professional interkinesthetic action—moving with the patient to

make the patient move in the desired manner.

Making o� an interkinesthetic formation
of a “walking body”

In what follows, we illustrate how the nurse and the

baby emerge through careful embodied coordination in an

interkinesthetic formation. In Extract 1 Part 1, we show how

the nurse arranges the baby in an upright posture to allow the

occurrence of the stepping and the “making of a walking body.”

We will analyze how the nurse accomplishes this by lifting and

twisting the baby’s body in an upright position while verbalizing

the action. The nurse’s gentle touch invites this asymmetric

but reciprocal interkinesthetic body movement of lifting and

being lifted. Embedded in the same haptic and tactile actions

are caressing the baby’s skin. Thus, different forms of tactile

and haptic actions—lifting, stroking, and palpating—unite into a

single interkinesthetically coordinated trajectory. In the extract,

a 4-week-old baby (BA) arrives at the children’s health care

clinic with her mother (MO). Beside the main nurse (N1), a

nurse trainee (N2) is present in the encounter (see Image 1,

Participant map).

We will analyze the interactional organization of making

a stepping or “walking body”. The verbal transcription

conventions are presented in Appendix 1. The conventions are

modified for our purpose from the work of conversation analyst
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Image 1

Participant map.

Jefferson (2004). In addition to more conventional transcription

signs, A before utterances is used to indicate adult-targeted

voice, whereas I indicates infant-targeted, high-pitched “baby

talk” or “motherese” voice (see Fernald, 1985), often addressed

at babies by caregivers.

In Figures 1, 2, N1 starts to lift the baby while twisting

and lifting her to an upright position. Here, the baby’s body is

entirely lifted and moved by the nurse, and the trajectory of the

movement is authored by her. However, the baby takes part in

the movement by aligning with the nurse’s corporeal language

and allowing herself to be lifted. The bodies move together

in a trajectory designed by the nurse in an interkinesthetic

formation, with asymmetric but complementary kinesthetic

roles. The baby is feeling her body being lifted and the

nurse is simultaneously feeling the baby’s body through touch

as well as the baby’s weight in her hands and arms. Thus,

this intercorporeally coordinated action engages different but

complementary aspects in the haptic system (Gibson, 1966) for

both: the nurse engages in forms of active touch and moves

the other to conduct the professional practice; the baby feels

the sensation of being touched, lifted, and manipulated by the

nurse. Essentially, these complementary aspects of touching

and being touched only make sense together, and the sentient

body of the nurse is also constantly being affected by the

moving and sensible body of the baby. Moreover, verbal and

embodied cues work together to create this tactilely coordinated

interkinesthetic formation. N1 laminates the ongoing action by

saying [A shall we see a little bit now if we take good↑STEPS

(line 01). Through this utterance, N1 discursively unites herself

and the baby—using the plural first-person form “we”—to create

a shared agency (see Parry, 2017) with the baby. Through this

grammatical form,N1 unites the baby into a co-embodied gestalt

about to take steps. Importantly, uttered in an adult-targeted

voice, N1 also informs the other co-present participants of what

happens next.

N1 then supports the baby’s body gently in an upright

position and gently strokes the baby’s back with her right hand

(Figure 3). She then reaches the baby’s bottom (Figure 4), and

changes the position of her hands (Figure 5) so that both the

baby and N1 face the same direction (Figure 6). The hands of the

nurse move in various ways on the baby’s body, manipulating

the baby’s body through “haptic communication” (Schindler,

2017). In concert with each other, these haptic communicative

movements display skilled, professional handcraft. At the

same time, the nurse’s hands (1) move the baby’s body and

simultaneously corporeally request that the baby move her own

body in a desired direction, acting as implicit embodied requests,

(2) palpate the baby’s body, and (3) gently soothe the baby’s

body. In this haptic movement, various types of professional

touch in nursing—“instrumental” and “expressive” (Watson,

1975; Routasalo, 1999; Van Dongen and Elema, 2001; Paterson,

2005)—intersect.

To summarize, in Extract 1 Part 1, we see how the nurse

connects her body to that of the baby through touch, and

then moves the baby’s body in various ways relevant to the

institutional task-at-hand. Her hands, moving together with

the baby through the haptic actions of lifting, twisting, and

escorting the baby’s body, include creative and institutionalized

forms of professional touch and interkinesthesia that enable

the baby’s body to emerge in an upright body posture required

for the forthcoming stepping. The success of the action not

only includes manipulative touch, but it also includes more

affective forms of touch as well as accompanying verbal actions

that manage the “participation framework” (see Goodwin and

Goodwin, 2004) with other co-present participants, especially

the baby’s mother. However, in Extract 1 Part 1, the nurse

primarily moves, touches, and manipulates the baby’s body to

present the baby’s body in a desired fashion. Although the

co-embodied, interkinesthetic movement is present here in

the form of the complementary roles of moving and being

moved, in Extract 1 Part 2, the moment continues into more

equally distributed labor concerning the movement of the baby’s

body—the co-embodied interkinesthetic formation of the baby’s

“walking body”.

Highlighting certain parts of the body to
initiate specific types of movement

In Extract 1 Part 2, which immediately follows Extract 1

Part 1, we illustrate how the nurse moves the baby’s body
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Extract, Part 2

in a certain way to encourage the emergence of the neonatal

stepping to occur. The emergence of the baby’s stepping is

enabled by the nurse’s table, which acts as a medium for the

forthcoming stepping. The nurse moves the baby’s body against

the table in a manner that makes stepping and the desired

movement trajectory relevant. This emerges as a professional

interkinesthetic action of “highlighting” (Goodwin, 1994), as

it enables the specific movement capabilities of the baby to

“become visible” and thus perceptually available to all co-

present participants.

After accomplishing an upright posture, N1 first lifts the

baby’s body slightly (Figure 7), and then lands her feet back

to the table (Figure 8). After providing this momentum for

the baby’s body to start stepping by touching the table with

the baby’s feet, the nurse then circles the baby’s feet lightly

against the table clockwise (Figure 9). By moving the baby’s

body up and against the table in this specific manner, the

nurse creates a scaffold, a narrow field of potential next body

movements for the baby to act upon next. This body technique

not only communicates to the baby about the relevance of the

feet, but also about the relevance of moving the leg forward.

The circle illustrated in Figure 9 initiates movement of the

feet, and as the movement of the circle flows clockwise, it

is embodiedly relevant for the baby’s left leg to continue the

movement. As N1 then slightly tilts the baby toward the left, this

embedded haptic directive results in the baby “taking her first

step” with her left foot (Figure 10). This circling choreography

of the bodies is only visually available for the analyst, but

it is directly felt (inter)kinesthetically and haptically by the

participants. We—the analysts—can only imagine through our

own embodied knowledge the body-to-body sensed details of

the finetuned haptic movements of the nurse, resulting in

the baby moving in a desired manner. However, it is exactly

these pre-reflexive and pre-discursive ways of the body that

make the dance-like circling motion initiated by the nurse

understandable as a request for the baby to move in a particular

manner. Such interkinesthetically accomplished ways of the

nurse’s body are professional practices that enable bringing forth

relevant “symptoms”—stepping—in the baby’s body and thus

highlight aspects of the baby’s body essential for successfully

accomplishing the institutional task.

Thus far, we have described how the nurse accomplishes with

the baby the corporeal “pre-requirement” for the stepping reflex

to occur—upright posture (Extract 1 Part 2)—and the way in

which the nurse palpates the baby’s body to bring about certain

next body movements in the baby’s body, namely stepping.

Next, we illustrate how the bodies of the baby and the nurse

“walk together” in the form of an interkinesthetic stepping

formation.

Infant stepping as a result of professional
interkinesthesia

In Extract 1 Part 3, we will describe how, after the stepping

has been initiated (Part 2), the nurse and baby together inhabit

a stepping or walking body. Enabled by the interkinesthetic

connection between the bodies, the movement trajectory entails

a careful reciprocity of steering and being steered, leading

the movement and being moved—somewhat similar to a

couple dance. The tactile arrangement and the emerging

asymmetric but reciprocal movements of the bodies resemble

“shepherding” actions conducted by parents with their children

in a “control formation,” with the adult positioned behind the

child (Cekaite, 2010, p. 2, 7). However, unlike in shepherding,

the body of the baby here is being fully carried by the nurse,

and the baby’s stepping movements are corporeal responses

to the continuous interkinesthetically orchestrated palpation

moves.
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Extract, Part 3

After the baby has taken her first step (see Extract 1 Part

2, Figure 10), the embodied movements of the baby and the

nurse unfold in a careful and rhythmic reciprocity involving

their co-participation. It is only after the baby herself moves

her own leg that N1 lightly steers the baby’s body again toward

the right, and this steering, accompanied by carrying the baby’s

body and moving it slightly forward, provides another scaffold

for the baby’s right leg tomove forward and create another “step”

(Figures 11, 12). During these first two steps, the nurse laminates

the baby’s steps with verbal evaluation, “a little bit still [walks

LIKE THA:T” (line 03), through which she makes official to the

baby and the other participants that how the baby has moved

her body so far qualifies as an occurrence of neonatal stepping.

In other words, the step is treated as successfully fulfilling the

requirements of the institutional task and as qualifying as a

“normal” movement and development of the body. By using

the third-person singular verb form, “walks,” N1 highlights

the baby’s agency in the walking activity and downplays her

own contribution in making the stepping possible. Further,

N1 uses a baby-targeted or motherese tone of voice. The

vocal quality she uses is very affective in nature, resonating

an empathetic engagement with the baby. This affective aural

action rhythmically co-occurs with the interkinesthetic one: the

co-embodied steps occur with the same tempo as the health

care practitioner’s words, the two inhabiting a multi-sensorial—

kinesthetic, haptic, and aural—intercorporeality.

Even though the category of stepping has now been officially

accomplished, the co-embodied movement of the nurse and the

baby continues. By carefully attuning to the timing of the baby’s

locomotion, N1 again steers the baby’s body slightly from left to

right once more (Figures 13, 14), using the rhythm of the baby’s

steps while holding and moving the baby forward at the speed

initiated by the baby with her walking tempo. Showing an active

agency in stopping the movement, the baby then “collapses”

at the table and lets her body be held entirely by the nurse

(Figure 15).
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In summary, Extract 1 Part 3 shows us how the baby—

in spite of the fact that as a one-month-old, she obviously

cannot walk—is made to inhabit a walking body. The emerging

stepping activity is an entirely co-embodied and interkinesthetic

accomplishment, requiring the intercorporeal collaboration of

the nurse and baby: while the nurse is holding and moving

the baby’s body forward, the baby is the one who actually

provides the steps and therefore also actively participates in the

tempo and unfolding of the movement. Furthermore, the type of

action is not just any type of stepping but an institution-specific

category of stepping reflex that resembles the recognizable

body technique of walking. For it to be recognizable as a

stepping reflex, the co-embodied stepping action of the baby

and the nurse must be “environmentally coupled” (Goodwin,

2007) with the operation table and, more broadly, the specific

institutional context.

As for the forms of professional touch, we observe

that they are entirely intertwined with forms of professional

interkinesthesia. Engaging the haptic system and sensations of

moving and being moved, the distribution of the corporeal body

control between the nurse and the baby constantly “fluctuates”

(see Guo et al., 2020). Furthermore, these interkinesthetic

activities are here orchestrated not only through touch but

also through co-occurring vocal expressions, which together

create a shared affective space that all co-present participants

embody. Kinesthetic sensation is not only embedded in touch;

it is included in all body movements (Gibson, 1966, p. 111),

including vocal action. Therefore, interkinesthesia, even if

closely related to touching and being touched, entails more

generally the idea of moving comprehensively in ways that make

sense together.

In Extract 1 Parts 1–3, we have demonstrated how the

interkinesthetic ability of human beings is harnessed as

an institutional action for the nurse’s “professional vision”

(Goodwin, 1994). Importantly, it brings forth how the stepping

reflex is an entirely intercorporeal accomplishment wherein

biological, neural, and motor development is enmeshed within

the professional skill of the nurse and the moment-by-moment

unfolding of the body-to-body communication between the

nurse and the baby.

Indeed, the fluent and unattended way in which the nurse

moves with the baby’s body exemplifies well the embeddedness

of the skilled and professionalized aspect of her interkinesthetic

abilities. The specific body movements of making the baby step

are certainly learned and habitualized as a result of countless

times of repetition of similar movements with babies but are still

actualized in a novel moment, with a new participant—a baby

who has no previous experience onmoving with the nurse in this

specificmanner. Elsewhere, in the context of analyzing breathing

together with the patient in a therapist’s office, we (Philipsen and

Katila, 2021, p. 11) suggested that:

In order to grasp such opportunities for interkinesthetic co-

participation, the therapist cannot simply act as a distanced

or professionalized body, but must lend their body to the

intercorporeal momentum, and as a consequence also be

open to be influenced by the body of the patient.

Arguably, an intercorporeal momentum of a similar kind

also takes place in the current context, when the nurse is

witnessed lending her body for the purpose of making the baby’s

body move—first to be in an upright posture and then step—in

certain ways.

Discussion: The professionalized
ways of the nurse’s body

In this study, we have exemplified what we called

professional interkinesthesia at the child health care nurse’s

office. We showed how, deploying an array of professional

kinesthetic and haptic movements, such as lifting, twisting,

moving with and moving from one side to another, the nurse

was able to make the baby move in an institutionally relevant

manner—to conduct the “neonatal stepping.” Especially when

deploying a specific circling movement while touching the

table with the baby’s feet, the nurse was able to provide a

scaffold for the baby’s neonatal stepping response to occur. This

professional interkinesthetic “highlighting” (Goodwin, 1994)

made it possible for the baby’s task-relevant capabilities to

“become visible” and publicly observable.

These body techniques are a combination of both the

embodied and professional skills of the nurse. They are

habitualized to the extent that they are rarely explicitly attended

to but still always conducted in a slightly new and creative

way with a new patient. Indeed, as the bodies and embodied

affordances of each nurse are all different, so are the bodies and

embodied affordances of each baby who comes to the clinic.

Thus, the examinations involve elements of historically learned

and habitualized practices as well as spontaneous coordination

and attunement in each new encounter. For instance, not all

babies are able to respond to the embodied movements of the

nurse and conduct the stepping, even if the nurse makes all

relevant body trajectories to bring about these movements in the

baby. Needless to say, the neonatal stepping is not only a result

of the intercorporeal communication between the nurse and the

baby, but the baby must have actually developed this embodied

tendency so that the interactional and kinesthetic emergence of

the stepping is possible.

Our detailed video analysis exemplified how making of

a normally moving body required the nurse initiating an

interkinesthetic formation with the baby, and their bodies to

move in unison by attuning to each other’s movements through

tactile, aural, visual, and affective resonance. During these
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moments of interkinesthetic togetherness, the baby and nurse

are in the process of “making” (Behnke, 1997) the baby’s body

move and react normally. As expressed by Behnke (1997, p. 198):

even if my body is something I do, I do not do it

alone: the micromovements through which I am continually

making a body are situated within a more encompassing

interkinesthetic field, including not only the movements

and micromovements of those around me, but also the

sedimented traces of such movements and micromovements

in the artifacts around me.

Extensively growing and developing during the first months

and years of their lives, newborn human bodies are in a

constant process of making. Moving together in health care

examinations provides a vivid culmination point of not only

the making of a moving body, but the making of a “normally”

moving body: that is, a body that fulfills the criteria of the

normal movement of a body at a certain age discovered by

developmental psychology.

Moreover, these visits to health care clinics—among the

first ones, if not the first one in the newborn’s life—

also provide some of the baby’s first exposures to modes

of behavior when presenting one’s body as an “object for

medical investigation” (Heath, 2006). These first moments

of the socialization of children into the role of a patient

in health care require embodied guidance and controlling

touch from the professionals, as well as acts of empathy and

soothing through touch and, for instance, the motherese tone

of voice. By including controlling and soothing tactile and

aural actions, the health care practitioner is able to prompt

the baby toward specific types of behavior expected in a health

care meeting.

Finally, although in this study we have only addressed one

very specific example, forms of professional interkinesthesia

are everywhere in different types of health care encounters

involving body work. In the future, more studies exploring

forms of skilled body work and professional interkinesthesia are

needed to uncover the multitude of ways in which health care

practitioners use their bodies in interaction with the patients to

accomplish institutional tasks. Embodied interaction influences

the success of the health care operations and, thus, unveiling its

detailed dynamics are of interest not only to researchers of health

and embodied interaction but also to health care practitioners.

As conductors of hands-on body work, the hands of health

care practitioners are especially skilled at moving and moving

with the bodies of the patients. Although neonatal stepping is a

good example of co-embodied agency, health care professionals

constantly “lend” their bodies for the sake of institutional

actions to various extents and in various ways. These ways

of moving together are professionalized, institutionalized, and

habitualized versions of the human bodies’ basic ability and

tendency to coordinate movement with other people, that is, the

interkinesthetic co-embodiment.
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Appendix

Table A1 The transcription conventions used in the conversations.

Numbers in brackets indicate a time gap in tenths of a second.

(.) A dot enclosed in brackets indicates a micropause of less than two-tenths

of a second.

= This indicates an absolute contiguity between utterances.

() This indicates an unclear utterance or another sound.

: Colons indicate a stretching of a sound.

. A full stop indicates a falling tone.

, A comma indicates a continuing tone.

↑↓ Upward and downward arrows mark the overall rise or fall in pitch

across a phrase.

◦ ◦ This indicates a silent voice speech.

Under This indicates the speaker’s emphasis.

@ @ This indicates speech produced with a smiley voice.

(()) This indicates the analyst’s comment.

A This indicates adult-targeted voice

I This indicates infant-targeted
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